
 

I 4 In this problem the trick is to
repeatedly use invariance of the
interval The flashes always occur
at the same spot in the zrocket frame So the interval
can be calculated from the
rocket time lapse squared
It can also be calculatedfrom the
laboratory time lapse laboratory distance
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I 8 a 3 10 7 1.5 102Me
150 meters

Maximum ice is decreased to 75meters
if the conductors conduct at c

b Same as a but reduced by 1000
375mm or 7.5cm

C 75µm micron
more Mmterm

or micrometer
d Some fraction of the operations
require coordination between
processors If every 10,000
operations on a 1 teraflops
machine requires coordination then

every 10
8
s it

has to coordinate In that case

it could be 75cm with those
numbers the coordination takes all
the time Let the coordination take
half the time The machine can be
37.5cm The other half the time

you met teraflops of computing
capability



1 to a Not at all The transporter
reconstitutes you without

aging you
b One year Heronly aging occurs on Zircon
C 4,000,001 years
d At least 4,000,000 years plus
how long it takes the warriors
to either win or lose

e the careful in this
really means dony

Part
get too

fancy If the transporternaut
spends what is apparently to her
one year moving with the galaxy
then she is simply one yearolder when reconstituted back
on Earth
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I 12 b cont'd w 0.9978 5 18 1595
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81 meters

Notice that I didn't use

any fancy formulas to
solve 1 Kb Just
invariance of the interval


